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TOPIC 2: The Question of Territorial Claims in the Asia-Pacific Region.

I. Introduction

Throughout history, territorial disputes have been a frequent conflict throughout the

Asia-Pacific region with stakeholders trying to pursue national interest through territory. While

not all territorial disputes utilize hard power (armed conflicts, etc.), they essentially remain a

challenge throughout Asia in enforcing peace, stability and national interest to all states. These

disputes vary in the role they have in the world of bilateral and multilateral relations of the

affected state but also in the scope of the territory in question. While there is a myriad way of

ways these conflicts can be categorized, they can conceptualized as the following:

1. Functional Disputes: These types of disputes are neither regarding territory or borderline
but about the function that certain territory or border should perform.

2. Territorial Disputes: Most complex type of disputes which undermine the integrity of the
state.

3. Positional disputes: These disputes are when states generally agree on some sort of
border division but can not determine on how and where these borders/ boundaries
should be placed.

Often, these territorial disputes root back to colonial times (Thailand / Cambodia Dispute) and
deem to be often reappearing throughout times. There are some laws and rules established by the
International Court of Justice (ICJ), to help suppress and reduce the effects of territorial disputes
while there are also procedures set in place to justify claims in a diplomatic setting. For the past
years, States have relied on nine categories to essentially justify legal claims before the ICJ to
solve disputes utilizing diplomatic channels, etc. However, usually Smart Power is used to
resolve these conflicts (ex. Thailand / Cambodia, India / Pakistan, India / China Dispute, South
China Sea Maritime Disputes).
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As in the past years, these conflicts have been becoming more and more uprising
affecting the security, economies of states throughout Asia hence it is vital to find a solution to
these disputes.

Definition of Key Terms:

Territorial Dispute: A territorial dispute is a disagreement or conflict between two or more

Nations States or States that attempt to employ sovereignty in the same territory. Certain

territorial disputes refer to or concern complete territory claims essentially questioning the

existence of the State while other territorial disputes only affect the boundaries placed by a State

to delimit territory (in which the State can exert sovereignty).

Sovereignty: Sovereignty, is a political theory that discusses the decision-making process power

of the state and the power of the maintenance of order throughout a specific territory which is

essentially quite vital throughout territorial disputes as there is a fight for sovereignty. While

there is a variety of different types of sovereignty such as Responsible sovereignty, External

sovereignty, Collective sovereignty, etc.

Security Dilemma: The security dilemma is a concept in political sciences which outlines a

situation in which a specific state (State two) takes action to increase its own security as a

reaction to another states (State 1) similar action as that state doesn’t essentially know the true

intentions of the first state (State 1).  Consequently, security/ military increasing measures can

lead to rapidly increasing tensions, escalations or conflict with one or more other parties fully

opposing national interest which without correct regulation or legislation can lead to conflict in

territorial disputes as stakeholders do not know the true intentions of territorial claims.

Asia Pacific: Asia Pacific refers to a specific territory or region near the western Pacific Ocean.

The Asia Pacific region generally varies in the specific territory but can depend on its context,

however it generally refers to East Asia, Russian Far East, South Asia, Southeast Asia, Australia

and the Pacific Islands.

South China Sea: The South China sea is a marginal sea which is located in the Western Pacific

Ocean and has a total area of 3,500,000 km2 making it the largest sea body after the five oceans.

Throughout decades China has been submitting claims towards sovereignty over the sea as there



is more than 11 billion barrels of untapped oil but also 190 trillion cubic feet of natural gas while

on the other hand states like Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan, and Vietnam

have been also requesting for sovereignty.

III. Key Stakeholders

International Court of Justice:

First established in 1945, the International Court of Justice (World Court) is one of the

main playhouses in the UN  tasked with settling, in accordance with international law, legal

disputes submitted to the ICJ by States while also giving advisory opinions on legal questions

referred to by authorized United Nations organs and specialized agencies. This court is quite

relevant throughout this topic as the ICJ plays a huge role in attempting to minimize the global

impact (economically and socially) of territorial disputes.

Countries throughout the Asia Pacific Region:

Asia Pacific refers to a specific territory or region near the western Pacific Ocean. The

Asia Pacific region generally varies in the specific territory but can depend on its context,

however it generally refers to East Asia, Russian Far East, South Asia, Southeast Asia, Australia

and the Pacific Islands. These countries are stakeholders as throughout this specific context the

focus is Asia Pacific hence it would be vital in analyzing and solving these disputes among the

Asia Pacific countries.

IV. Key Issues including Background Information

Lack of Laws and Legislations Regulating Distribution of Territory:

While there are a variety of viable laws which attempt to regulate territorial disputes

(such as UNCLOS), they are not reinforced throughout the Asia Pacific Region. These laws/

legislations are quite broad and not specific to an area hence not being clear and concise to the

specific stakeholders resulting in them not being followed.

Lack of Repercussions Towards Stakeholders:



Based on the existing framework towards the already existing laws, there should be some

sort of repercussion system in place which essentially avoids the intensity of conflict but also

reduces or minimizes the effects economically but also physically (war, etc.) on the specific

stakeholders. There are a variety of similar frameworks, such as the International Court of

Justice, etc. which successfully are able to reverberate violations of declarations and agreements

hence an adaptation would be beneficial.

Lack of enforcement of already existing resolutions: In 2002, ASEAN and China signed the

Declaration on the Conduct of Parties throughout the South China Sea (also known as DOC)

which essentially reuses the concepts utilized in the 1967 ASEAN Charter to territorial disputes

and finally UNCLOS as a generalization for dealing with claims but also disputes between

ASEAN members and China. However, the issue with this existing resolution deals with the

document not being binding to the stakeholders, hence leaving the signatories up to to resolve the

disagreements or conflicts on a voluntary basis without taking the disputes to international

institutions.

Timeline of Resolutions, Treaties, and Events

Date Description of event

1945
Under the rule of the prominent Kuomintang party, it demarcates its territorial
claims in the South China Sea with an eleven-dash line on a map essentially
dividing up the South China Sea.

1953

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP), which is government led, removes the
portion encompassing the Gulf of Tonkin, simplifying the border to nine dashes
and essentially minimizing the size of the territory following tensions and
resolutions.

1967
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) was established which
included some resolution towards territorial disputes creating the first draft of
the ‘Declaration on the Conduct of Parties throughout the South China Sea’



1982

In 1982 the final version of UNCLOS (United Nations Conference on the Law
of the Sea) was established which is a resolution that clearly defines the rights
but also the responsibilities of the relevant stakeholders in their use of
surrounding waters based on exclusive economic zones.

1988

After a decade of peace throughout the region, China and Vietnam clashed near
the Johnson Reef, which marked the first Chinese  armed conflict over the
Spratly archipelago which essentially opened up the current conflict throughout
the sea.

2002

The Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea, signed by
China and all the members of ASEAN in Phnom Penh, reaffirmed the freedom
of navigation, peaceful settlement of disputes, and self-restraint in the conduct of
conflict.

VI. Possible Challenges & Solutions

Lack of Laws and Legislations Regulating Distribution of Territory: Enhancing cooperation

between different countries to enable the formulation of framework towards establishing laws

and regulations towards minimizing and reducing the effect of territorial disputes throughout

Asia. Furthermore, distribution of territory should be equal as hence the Economic differences

between MEDC and LEDC should not be affecting the distribution of territory which could be

successfully done with a coastline system.

Lack of Repercussions towards Stakeholders: To introduce repercussions of violations

towards the agreed resolutions, establishing a court would be beneficial to trial stakeholders

which could essentially enforce laws and legislations. These laws can be enforced if there is a

court behind them where states can take other states or non governmental agencies if there are

clear violations of the set regulations and legislations. The court or courts must be apprehended

power to sanction (territory, economically, etc) stakeholders to be effective.

Lack of enforcement of already existing resolutions: Already existing declarations and

Legislations, such as the ‘Conduct of Parties throughout the South China Sea’ includes a variety

of different reasonable and acceptable clauses yet these rules are not enforced hence the court

must be apprehended a inferior power in some sense. When laws are binding (when agreed

upon), they essentially find their ways into domestic laws or even the government of the state



hence being viable in enforcing existing laws. It could be considered to provide the court with a

military to enforce laws with hard power however this should be agreed upon by stakeholders.

VII. Recommendations for Resolution Writing including Research

Delegates should further research into the ideologies and strate of a variety of different countries

or stakeholders to better understand the cause of conflict amongst stakeholders (Functional

Disputes, Territorial Disputes, Positional disputes). This should help ensure a fruitful debate as

perspectives can be considered in the resolution making process (especially when establishing a

court). Furthermore, when considering treaties or legislations, it should be assumed and ensured

that all participating parties benefit through it or agree with all clauses. Taking a closer look at

the key issues and following possible solutions to make effective & sustainable resolutions is

also recommended.
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